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Abstract—We focus on the problem of detecting traffic events
in a surveillance scenario, including the detection of both vehicle
actions and traffic collisions. Existing event detection systems are
mostly learning-based and have achieved convincing performance
when a large amount of training data is available. However,
in real-world scenarios, collecting sufficient labeled training
data is expensive and sometimes impossible (e.g. for traffic
collision detection). Moreover, the conventional 2D representation
of surveillance views is easily affected by occlusions and differ-
ent camera views in nature. To deal with the aforementioned
problems, in this paper, we propose a training-free monocular
3D event detection system for traffic surveillance. Our system
firstly projects the vehicles into the 3D Euclidean space and
estimates their kinematic states. Then we develop multiple simple
yet effective ways to identify the events based on the kinematic
patterns, which need no further training. Consequently, our
system is robust to the occlusions and the viewpoint changes.
Exclusive experiments report the superior result of our method
on large-scale real-world surveillance datasets, which validates
the effectiveness of our proposed system. The demonstration
videos of our system are available online1.
Index Terms—Event Detection, 3D Reconstruction
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, traffic surveillance cameras are broadly installed
for safety purposes, recording massive data continuously. Due
to the large volume and high updating velocity of data,
assistance of artificial intelligence is demanded for data dis-
tillation and analysis of the surveillance data. Researchers
have designed well-performing event detection systems with
supervised learning methods. However, when meeting real-
world scenarios, these systems demonstrate obvious limita-
tions. First, most of the previous systems rely on massive
training data. In order to learn to detect and distinguish
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Fig. 1. System Overview
different types of the events, high quality and large number
annotations for training data is indispensable. For some events,
such as for rare traffic collision events, e.g., car crashes, it
could be very challenging to collect a large enough training
dataset. Moreover, data annotation requires a huge investment
of time and labor resource, which is usually limited in real-
world. Second, even given enough annotations, directly pro-
cessing the two-dimensional format of the surveillance videos
is still difficult. The capability of the systems will be limited
due to the common problems of 2D video analysis, e.g.,
occlusions and different viewing angle of the camera. More
specifically, for the traffic events, as a result of missing depth
information, the speed and location of vehicles cannot be
estimated precisely in 2D videos. Unfortunately, it is more
expensive to setup the 3D/RGB-D cameras than 2D cameras
in real-world.
To deal with the problems mentioned above, we developed
a monocular 3D event detection system for traffic surveillance,
which is shown in Fig. 4. In this system, we firstly generate
2D trajectories via object detection and tracking on video
stream from single 2D cameras. Then, with camera calibration
parameters, the 2D trajectories are projected into the 3D Eu-
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clidean space. After that, we are able to measure the kinematic
state of each vehicle directly in a top-down view of the road.
Therefore, it naturally overcomes the occlusion problems and
avoids the difference of viewing angles. We propose an event
detection model with no need for labeled training data, which
is based on the kinematic patterns of vehicles. This model
can detect vehicle actions such as turning and stopping, and
also traffic collisions. Furthermore, the system is optimized to
support real-time stream processing and to deal with large-
scale data in real-world surveillance scenarios.
We state the major contributions of our work as follows:
1) We propose a traffic event detection system with no need
of training data. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first attempt of a training free system for large-scale
traffic event detection.
2) We propose a monocular 3D method for event detection
for the traffic surveillance. It is more robust to the
occlusions and camera viewing angle changes, compared
to the conventional 2D methods.
3) Our system supports real-time stream processing for
large-scale traffic data. Moreover, it outperforms the
competitive training-based baseline [1] on the challeng-
ing real-world surveillance dataset.
The rest of this work is organized as follows: In section
II we first revisit the former systems related to monocular
3D surveillance and then propose our system. In Section III
we revisit the existing event detection approaches and then
introduce our training-free model. In Section IV we cover the
details of the experiments.
II. MONOCULAR 3D SURVEILLANCE
Most of the event detection methods process in the two-
dimensional format of surveillance view, which lacks the depth
information. A latest traffic danger recognition model [2]
utilized the 3D projection with calibrated cameras, but only
supported vehicles moving in straight roads. In this paper,
we develop a monocular 3D approach that supports vehicles
moving in arbitrary directions. This enables us to detect
vehicle turning actions and handle complicated intersections
of roads.
From a single view of a surveillance camera, our system can
get the kinematic state of each vehicle in the 3D world space.
A brief sample of the monocular 3D surveillance pipeline is
shown in Fig. 2.
A. 2D Detection
For input video, detection and tracking of vehicles are first
done in the 2D image space.
1) Image Object Detection: We utilize the state-of-the-
art model Mask R-CNN [3] for frame-level object detection.
Apart from the original outputs of object types, detection
scores, 2D bounding boxes, and object masks, we further ex-
tract the Region-of-Interest features from the feature pyramid
network [4] for tracking.
We adopted the object detection implementation from [1].
Although fine-tuning on specific datasets may improve the
Fig. 2. Monocular 3D Surveillance Overview
Through 2D detection and 3D projection, the kinematic state of each vehicle
is obtained in a top-down view.
detection performance, it requires annotations of objects. Since
many video datasets do not contain such annotations, we used
the weights trained on COCO [5] to provide a generalized
ability of object detection without additional training. In this
task, only objects classified as car, bus, or truck are selected
for tracking.
2) Online Object Tracking: With the deep feature from our
detection model, we employ the state-of-the-art online tracking
algorithm Deep SORT [6]. It tracks the detected vehicles and
handles brief lost of detection. A Kalman filter with a constant
velocity model is used to estimate the location and speed of
objects in the image space from the noisy 2D bounding boxes.
Although offline tracking algorithms may achieve better
performance, we did not pursue them here as they are not
suitable for the online realtime goal of a surveillance system.
B. 3D Projection
With the transformation parameters acquired from camera
calibration, we can project the detected and tracked vehicles
from the 2D image onto the ground in the 3D space.
1) Camera Calibration: We adopt a road surveillance cam-
era model as in [7]. According to [8], the relationship between
the homogeneous coordinates of a point X =
XY
Z
 in the
Euclidean 3D world space and its projection x =
(
x
y
)
in the
2D image space followsxy
1
 = K[R|t]

X
Y
Z
1
 = P

X
Y
Z
1
 (1)
where P = K[R|t] is the projection matrix. K contains the
internal camera parameters. R and t provides the rotation and
translation vector between world and camera coordinates.
Some datasets provide the K,R, t parameters of each cam-
era calibrated at installation, which can be used directly. Some
other datasets provide two vanishing points as calibration. If
nothing is provided, we can manually label two sets of parallel
lines perpendicular to each other for each camera view. Then
we can derive two vanishing points with a method [9] based
on the least square error. With 2 vanishing points u, v, we can
get K,R, t according to [10].
With the projection matrix P , we can reproject any image
point onto a known plane in the 3D space, such as the ground
plane.
2) 3D Bounding Box: For a detected vehicle, we estimate
its contour from its mask using the algorithm in [11]. We get
the speed vector of the bottom middle point of its 2D bounding
box from the internal state of the Kalman filter. Projecting this
vector onto the ground, we know the vehicle speed in world
coordinates.
We acquire three vanishing points u, v, w on the image
according to its speed. u is in its moving direction, v is on
the ground and perpendicular to u, and w is perpendicular to
the ground. Then we can find the tangent lines of the contour
passing these vanishing points and build a 3D bounding box
as described in [2].
The bottom points of the 3D bounding box can then be
reprojected to the ground as the location of the vehicle.
A known limitation is that the direction estimation from
2D speed is unavailable for stopped vehicles. So their 3D
bounding boxes could be in an inaccurate orientation.
III. TRAINING-FREE EVENT DETECTION
Existing event detection approaches for traffic surveillance
are mainly based on supervised learning, such as multiple
instance learning [12], motion pattern based learning [13], and
Recurrent Neural Network [1]. All of them require sufficient
amount of high quality training data to achieve a reasonable
performance. However, such data are often unavailable in real-
world applications. Therefore, we are pursuing a training free
system in this paper.
With the estimated states from the monocular 3D surveil-
lance system, we can further detect driving events and vehicle
crashes based on kinematic patterns. All these detectors require
no annotated training data.
A. Vehicle Action Detection
In this work, we define and annotate the MEVA dataset with
the following vehicle actions. The definition of the events are
listed below:
• Vehicle turning left: A vehicle turning left from
running straight.
• Vehicle turning right: A vehicle turning right from
running straight.
• Vehicle U-turn: A vehicle making a U-turn. A U-
turn is defined as a 180 degree turn and it gives the
appearance of a U. The vehicle may not stop in the
middle of the event.
• Vehicle starting: A vehicle starting from stop. In the
event, the vehicle may accelerate from stop.
• Vehicle stopping: A vehicle stopping from running.
The events starts when the vehicle begins noticeably
slowing down.
To analyze the vehicle actions, we estimate the states of the
detected vehicles. Specifically, we calculate the ground speed
vector and acceleration of the vehicles via their trajectories in
3D Euclidean Space.
1) State Estimation: We define the ground speed vector of
a vehicle as
v =
(
vx
vy
)
(2)
It is transformed into a polar coordinate system as
vˆ =
(
vr
vθ
)
=
( √
v2x + v
2
y
atan2(vy, vx)
)
(3)
Let ar and aθ denote the derivatives of vr and vθ, where
ar represents the acceleration value and aθ the angular accel-
eration. For each time point t = t0, we observe vr and vθ in a
sliding window of size 2w+1, i.e. t0−w, t0−w+1, . . . , t0+w.
We estimate ar,t0 and aθ,t0 with simple linear regression
models defined as
vr,t = βr + ar,t0t (4)
vθ,t = βθ + aθ,t0t (5)
With ordinary least squares (OLS) method, we can get the
estimated ar,t0 and aθ,t0 .
2) Detection Model: The five events are further divided
into two groups: the turning events and the linear events.
One trigger-driven event detection model is designed for each
group. A sample of detected turning events is shown in Fig.
3.
Fig. 3. A Sample of Trigger-driven detection for Turning Events.
The y-axis is αθ , i.e., the slope of the regression model for speed angle.
Each model has a frame-level condition of trigger and
border, where the latter is looser than the former, and an event-
level valid condition. Once an event is triggered, the model
backtracks past frames until the border condition becomes
false to decide the beginning of the event. Then it waits for the
future until the border becomes false again to decide the end
of the event. Then it filters the event with the valid condition
and applies further classification.
3) Turning Events: The trigger and border conditions of
turning events are
|aθ| ≥ aθ,trigger and vr ≥ vturn min (6)
|aθ| ≥ aθ,border and vr ≥ vturn min (7)
where aθ,trigger > aθ,border. For a turning event started at ts
and ended at te, the turning angle can be calculated as
θ = vθ,te − vθ,ts (8)
where θ ∈ (−180, 180]. The valid condition of turning events
is
te − ts ≥ tturn min and |θ| > θmin (9)
Then these events are further classified as
• Vehicle turning left, if θmin < θ < θmax
• Vehicle turning right, if −θmax < θ < −θmin
• Vehicle U-turn, if θ > θmax or θ < −θmax
4) Linear Events: The trigger and border conditions of
linear events are
|ar| ≥ ar,trigger (10)
|ar| ≥ ar,border (11)
where ar,trigger > ar,border. For a linear event started at ts
and ended at te, the valid condition is
te − ts ≥ tlinear min
and min(vr,ts , vr,te) ≤ vstop max
and max(vr,ts , vr,te) ≥ vmove min
(12)
Then these events are further classified as
• Vehicle starting, if vr,ts ≤ vstop max
and vr,te ≥ vmove min
• Vehicle stopping, if vr,ts ≥ vmove min
and vr,te ≤ vstop max
• Invalid event, otherwise
5) Model Parameters: A total of 11 parameters have been
introduced in this model:
aθ,trigger, aθ,border, vturn min, tturn min, θmin, θmax
ar,trigger, ar,border, tlinear min, vstop max, vmove min
(13)
In a world coordinate system scaled to units of meters,
these parameters can be easily set according to common sense.
However, due to detection noise and annotation bias, their
value may affect the general performance of event detection.
6) Scoring Mechanism: Unlike training-based systems, our
system does not naturally have a scoring mechanism. However,
the evaluation metrics usually require a ranking score for
each event. For the five events, we design a shallow scoring
algorithm as
• Vehicle turning left and vehicle turning right:
1− |θ − 90|/90
• Vehicle U-turn: θ/180
• Vehicle starting: 1− vts/vstop max
• Vehicle stopping: 1− vte/vstop max
B. Traffic collision Detection
We can also detect traffic collisions. Based on distance
measurement and overlap of rigid bodies in predicted lo-
cations, vehicle crash can be predict. Collision scenes are
usually more complex and changeable than regular traffic,
which makes detection and tracking unreliable. Such that, we
utilize kinematic approaches to detect them beforehand, which
also requires no labeled training data.
1) Distance Measurement: With the projected location of
vehicles on the ground, we can measure the distances between
each pair of vehicles, which are quadrangles. According to
[2], the minimum distance between two quadrangles Q1 =
A1B1C1D1 and Q2 = A2B2C2D2 is
dqq(Q1, Q2) = min( min
P∈A1,B1,C1,D1
dpq(P,Q2),
min
P∈A2,B2,C2,D2
dpq(P,Q1))
(14)
where the minimum distance between a point and a quadrangle
Q = ABCD is
dpq(P,Q) = min
e∈AB,BC,CD,DA
dpe(P, e) (15)
A continuous decline of distances between two vehicles indi-
cates a potential crash.
2) Collision Detection: In this surveillance system, we do
not intend to predict crashes ahead of time. However, we still
need to predict the locations of vehicles and therefore detect
collision.
Since collision detection only needs prediction for the very
near future, we adopt a simple fixed speed kinematic model for
location prediction. With the assumption that a vehicle’s shape
does not change, we only need to predict its center location
p. Given pt = (xt, yt), the prediction for t′ in the future are
calculated by
xˆt+t′ = xt + vx,tt
′ (16)
yˆt+t′ = yt + vy,tt
′ (17)
Although in the real world, rigid bodies such as vehicles
seldom crash into each other to have overlapped locations,
they can do so in predictions. We can check each pair of
vehicles for overlaps, which indicates a collision shortly.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Implementation Details
To deal with the real-world surveillance task, we apply
a real-time system which supports stream video execution
captured from live surveillance cameras. As shown in Fig.
4, the proposed system consists of five submodels, i.e., loader,
object detector, tracker, 3D projector, and event detector.
Although providing a reliable performance, the object de-
tector with Mask R-CNN model slows down the system.
Therefore, a frame-level parallelism schema is applied to
overcome the speed bottleneck of the object detector. The
detection results from multiple detectors are reordered in a
buffer to go through later stages.
Fig. 4. The Real-time System
We test our system on several GPU instances independently.
Each instance contains four Nvidia Geforce RTX 2080Ti
GPUs and 128GB memory. On average, the system could
process the stream video of 1080p resolution at 18fps with
a latency of 0.2s.
B. Experimental Study
1) Dataset and Methods: The Multiview Extended Video
with Activities (MEVA)2 dataset is a currently released large-
scale event detection dataset. Its current release contains 2000
5-minute video clips with 1080p resolution. However, there
is no annotation provided with the raw videos. We manually
annotate the vehicle actions over the etire dataset. The orignal
MEVA data are split into a 4870-minute training set and a 500-
minute test set. In the experiments, we use the full training set
and a subset of a 160-minute test set of outdoor scenes with
calibrated cameras.
To the best of our knowledge, our system is the first training-
free system in the area. As a baseline, we re-implement the
system introduced in [1]. It utilizes optical flow features and a
Recurrent Neuron Network model for event classification. We
re-train this system with the training set of MEVA.
The Car Accident Detection and Prediction (CADP) [14]
contains traffic collision videos collected from Youtube. We
will use it to test the performance on traffic collision detection.
2) Detection and Tracking Result: In the experiments, all
systems utilize the same detection-tracking backbone. There-
fore, it is necessary to analyze its performance first. We
measure the performance of the detection-tracking model with
recall metric. It provides an estimation of the upper bound for
the down-stream event detection models.
To calculate the recall, we calculate the Intersection of
Union (IoU) between 2D bounding boxes of tracked vehicles
and event annotations. Then we match them with the Hun-
garian algorithm [15]. Event IoU is calculated as the mean
of object IoU over all frames, where a lost detection would
result in a 0 IoU. The recalls of events at different thresholds
2http://mevadata.org
of event IoU are shown in TABLE I. At event IoU threshold
0, the detection-tracking recall reaches the maximum at 0.93.
However, when we lift the threshold to 0.3, it drops to 0.51.
This implies that quite a few lost detection of events are caused
by the detection-tracking model, which is not our current
focus. When evaluating and comparing the two systems, we
need to take this effect into account.
TABLE I
DETECTION AND TRACKING RESULT (RECALL)
Event IoU Threshold 0 0.1 0.2 0.3
Vehicle turning left 0.95 0.78 0.59 0.62
Vehicle turning right 0.91 0.71 0.59 0.35
Vehicle U-turn 0.90 0.76 0.63 0.54
Vehicle starting 0.95 0.89 0.79 0.73
Vehicle stopping 0.90 0.79 0.74 0.62
Average 0.93 0.78 0.65 0.51
3) Event Detection Metrics: The official ActEV Scorer3
with protocol ActEV19 AD V2 is used to calculate event
detection metrics according to the TRECVID benchmark [16]
and the ActEV SDL evaluation plan4. We use probability of
missed detection Pmiss, rate of false alarm Rfa, and time
based false alarm Tfa as metrics. Their definitions are as
follows
Pmiss =
Nmissed detections
Ntrue instances
(18)
Rfa =
Nfalse alarms
video duration in minutes
(19)
Tfa =
1
NR
Nframes∑
i=1
max(0, Di −Gi) (20)
where NR denotes the duration of video without events, Di
the total count of detected events at frame i, Gi the total count
of groundtruth events at frame i.
The general metrics for all events detected by both systems
are shown in TABLE II. Concerning Pmiss, our training-free
system outperforms the training-based system at almost all
events. For vehicle starting events, the training-based system
gave a lower Pmiss but a dramatically high Rfa, which
indicates a potential over-fitting.
As a trade-off between Type 1 error and Type 2 error,
detected events are sorted according to a score in the original
evaluation plan.
Fig. 5 shows the curve of p miss under different thresholds
of Rfa and Tfa. We can see that our training-free model
is significantly better than the training-based model on every
level of Rfa and Tfa. The performance of the training-based
system highly relies on the quality and coverage of training
data, while our training-free system does not have the problem.
Therefore, our system results in much better performance,
while it requires little effort of annotation.
3https://github.com/usnistgov/ActEV Scorer
4https://actev.nist.gov/pub/ActEV SDL EvaluationPlan 081219.pdf
TABLE II
GENERAL METRICS OVER ALL DETECTED EVENTS
(LOWER IS BETTER FOR ALL METRICS)
Training-free System Training-based System
Pmiss Rfa Tfa Pmiss Rfa Tfa
Vehicle turning left 0.36 0.68 0.24 0.64 1.92 0.12
Vehicle turning right 0.47 0.85 0.25 0.77 1.14 0.08
Vehicle U-turn 0.53 0.98 0.40 1.00 0.03 0.00
Vehicle starting 0.52 0.43 0.26 0.32 22.22 2.40
Vehicle stopping 0.68 0.12 0.12 1.00 0.00 0.00
Mean 0.60 - - 0.88 - -
Fig. 5. Pmiss curves with Rfa (left) and Tfa (right). The solid lines are
from the training-free model, the transparent lines are from the training-based
model.
C. Traffic Collision Detection
We test our traffic collision detection model on the CADP
dataset. Due to the lack of camera calibration data, we
manually annotated parallel lines on a subset of videos to
derive the vanishing points. A sample of crash detection is
shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6. Sample of Crash Detection
A frame before the crash (left half) and a frame during the crash (right half) are
shown. Below the two frames are the real(left) and predicted(right) trajectories
in the bird’s eye view of the road. Red background in the bird’s eye view
indicates a detected collision.
The results implies the effectiveness of our system in
the collision detection task. For more samples of the crash
detection model, the readers are kindly referred to the link
posted in the Abstract section.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a real-time traffic event detection
system for traffic surveillance safety. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first attempt of a training-free system for large-
scale traffic event detection. Our system utilizes a monocular
3D method for surveillance camera views, which overcomes
the problem of occlusions and effect of camera viewing angles
on conventional 2D methods. Our system supports real-time
stream processing for large-scale traffic data. It significantly
outperforms the existing training-based system on real-world
surveillance dataset.
For future works, automatic camera calibration approaches
can be developed to extend our system to arbitrary cameras
and videos.
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